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A long time ago: the dawn of 
SUSY theory....

• Beginnings of theory:  SUSY field theory (1974)

• Supergravity: local SUSY (1975)

• MSSM,  global SUSY:  (1978)

• SUSYGUTs (1981-82)

• SUGRAGUTS, radiative EWSB, hidden sector 
SUSY breaking (1982)

• Theory in place; review articles (1984)
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And phenomenology...
(some early influential papers)

• Fayet and Farrar (1978)

• Harrison & Llewellyn-Smith (1982)

• SUSY confronting exp’t, CERN (1982)

• Ellis et al.: Zen events (one hand clapping, 
1983)

• Dawson, Eichten, Quigg (1984)

• Haber & Kane/ Nilles reviews (1984)
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Excitement at CERN SppbarS: 
UA1/UA2 monojets (1984)

• Anomalous jets + missing ET events

• Interpretation by many groups: gluino and/or 
squark pair production followed by simple 
decays to massless photino:

• e.g. Ellis-Kowalski, 1984

• in spite of excitement, excess ultimately 
interpreted in terms of known background 
processes

g̃ → qq̄γ̃ q̃ → qγ̃
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Analysis in terms of simplified models 
was the norm (but we didn’t know they 
were simplified, and compared to what?)

* Barnett, Haber, Kane: 
squark/gluino plane circa1985

* Squark vs gluino plane: already by CHARM 
collaboration beam dump search 1983

* ASP collaboration: selectron vs photino plane, 

* HB, Karatas, Tata, 1986: 
diminution of limits for massive 
photino/ compressed spectra;

same SiMo as Alves#1
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First foray into cascade decays

While title emphasized squarks, 
gluinos were included as well, although 

they didn’t mesh with EK monojet scenario

Built parton level
event generator

with simple q~, g~
decays to gauginos:
jets+leptons+MET

signatures
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Gamberini in Italy also embarked on 
gluino/squark decay to gauginos

half year later, unaware of our work
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Status of event generators 
circa 1984

• Isajet (Jet production for BNL Isabelle pp collider) 
1979

• FrankPaige added gluino/squark production 1984 
with 100% 2 and 3 body decays to photino

• Used by UA1/UA2 for SUSY analyses

• Pythia to appear 1986 (no SUSY ‘til Spythia 1996)

• Herwig to appear 1987 (SUSY/IsaWIG 2000)

• In 1984, most theorists wrote their own parton 
level Monte Carlo programs; it was considered bad 
form to run other people’s codes; Isajet was 
circulated to the experimental groups only
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Cascade decays: this time for real
In 1986, Tata and I began work on gluino and squark
decay to arbitrarily mixed charginos and neutralinos; 

we were joined by Debra Karatas (Giudice), a grad student from 
IIT/ANL and Vernon Barger

Here, we coined the term
gluino and squark cascade decays

Also calculated many heavy 
chargino/neutralino decay modes:
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Shortly thereafter, when Alfred Bartl visited 
ANL, we began  similar calculations (with 

Majerotto) for general slepton, chargino and 
neutralino production followed by cascade 

decays for a TeV scale  e+e- collider  
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• During 1987-1989, CERN monojet signal 
collapsed, and all the excitement was on string 
theory

• However, Fermilab Tevatron turned on and 
established bounds of m(gl)~m(sq)>73 GeV based 
on simple Isajet one-step decays to photino

• I constructed a parton level generator later called 
SUSYSM which implemented general sparticle 
production and cascade decays.

• Using cascade decays, the Tevatron bounds 
diminished by 3-30 GeV due to softer MET

• Could now track multilepton (n(l)~1-6) production 
from cascade decays
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This paper established a number of results:

• Multilepton n(l)~1,2,3 +jets+MET production from cascades

• SS/OS dilepton signals

• OS dileptons from                                                                                
and presence of dilepton mass edge to measure mz2-mz1

• Use of H_T (introduced slightly earlier by HB, Barger, Phillips for ttbar 
extraction at Tevatron over W+jets BG) for SUSY searches

• reconstructing m(gluino) via multijet invariant masses/hemispheric 
separation     

Z̃2 → Z̃1�
+�−
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At this point, SUSY collider 
phenomenology was our personal 

playground:
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Moving beyond parton level

At this point, we wanted a 
more detailed event 

generation including IS/FS 
radiation, hadronization, 

unerlying event

SUSYSM/Pythia interface

*Calculates ++/-- SS asym.;
*H_T at SSC/LHC;
*b-jet multiplicity

*cascade to mixed t_1, t_2
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Onto Isajet/IsaSUSY

• circa 1992, there was *only one* person on CDF 
working on BSM/SUSY physics (Jim Freeman)

• D0 not yet viable with analysis groups

• Freeman had used Isajet for previous CDF SUSY 
searches using old code with 2-3 body decays to 
massless photino

• He borrowed our cascade decay subroutines, 
building a rough Isajet hack that didn’t differentiate 
qL and qR decays (all squarks bunched in same 
production reactions)
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Isajet 7.0: May, 1993
• Frank Paige offered to work with Tata and I 

to correctly incorporate cascade decays 
into Isajet

• The pMSSM spectra calculation and decay 
table called IsaSUSY
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Isasugra, 1994
• Next step: build program to solve SUSY RGEs with 

radiative EWSB

• Isasugra, first public spectra code, in 1994

• Followed later by SuSpect, SoftSUSY, SPheno

• In this paper, we recommended all collider search 
limits be plotted in m0 vs. mhf plane of mSUGRA 
and provided the code to do so
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On honeymoon in 1994, Nauenberg at Colorado put us 
up in hotel at Boulder if I added e+e- capabilities

• e+e- -> sparticles, cascade decays

• include beam polarization effects

• later, include bremsstrahlung, Drees’ 
beamstrahlung routines
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For a year or two, we had the field to 
ourselves: could calculate lots of things

• LHC reach for slepton pair production, 1994

• LHC reach for clean trileptons from gauginos

• LHC reach for multijet+MET events, 1995

• LHC reach for multilepton+multijets+MET, 1995

• h->bb in cascades; gluino mass measurement
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• Snowmass 1996, Paige, Hinchliffe et al. Isajet 
benchmark studies hugely influential, initiating a 
SUSY@LHC industry

• 1996: add non-universal soft terms to Isasugra

• 1997: upgrade to include b- and tau- Yukawa 
couplings; valid ev. gen. at large tan(beta)

• 1998: add GMSB to Isasugra

• 2000: add  AMSB to Isasugra

• 2002: add Isatools, IsaReD

• 2006: add Mirage-mediation

• 2011: IsaFLVR

Subsequent events
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Simplified models: some discussion 

First a disclaimer:
I have promoted several simplified models:

1. gluino and squark pair production with simple 
decays to massive lightest neutralino (1985)

2. top squark pair production with decays c+Z1 
or b+W1 (1994)

3. bottom squark pair production with decays to 
b+Z1 (1999)
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In the case of SUSY, when signal is dominated 
by a single production mechanism and one or 

two decay modes, situation may be well-
described by a simplified model.

If one can reduce parameter space to 1-2 
components, then can conveniently display 

results on  paper or computer screen. In fact, 
this is the way analyses are traditionally done.

For signature-based analyses, the reader has come 
to expect a limit plot in a 2-d plane; simplified 

models can fulfill this role
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Simplified models are, well, simplified.
Again, in the case of SUSY, theory predicts 

numerous production processes, e.g of order 
10^3 if one tracks initial and final flavors and 
handedness, and of order 5-20 decay modes. 
This may yield, naively, of order 10^5 distinct 
2->n subprocesses, a situation of exquisite 
complexity. It is the reason we had to move 

from simplified models to complete 
calculations, generating sparticles according to 

calculated cross section rates, and cascade 
decays according to calculated BFs.
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The manifold SUSY production processes followed by 
cascade decays  is the complete expression of the 

SUSY Lagrangian at high energy collider experiments

The production/cascade decay events evolve and change 
as one moves through the parameter space of any given 

SUSY model

Simplified models may hold as an approximation in some 
regions of p-space, but of necessity almost always lose 

some essential features
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In general, in SUSY models the strongly interacting 
particles tend to be among the heaviest, followed by those 

with SU(2) quantum numbers, followed by those with 
U(1)_Y quantum numbers. This is simply a reflection of 
the fact that g_3>g_2>g_1. In this rather general case, 

lengthy cascade decays tend to be the rule rather than the 
exception.

Further, cascade decays are sufficiently complex that new 
and surprising signatures almost certainly exist.

Some largely unexamined cases by exp’t: (NUHM2)
1. Low mu scnarios where gl,sq cascade to W2 and Z4,Z3
2. Low mA scenarios where gl/sq cascade to h,A,H,H^\pm
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An alternative path is analyses within specific top-down 
models: benchmarks, slopes, planes,....

This allows for full expression of cascade decays in 
various models

However, in looking for theoretical guidance, recent papers 
on this topic tend to favor the author’s favorite scenarios,
or else rather arbitrary parameters are selected, giving the 

impression that these cases are somehow favored or 
legitimate. 
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Some compelling models also deserving 
of attention

• t-b-tau Yukawa-unified SUSY

• effective SUSY

• Kane G2 string model

• split SUSY

• normal scalar mass hierarchy 
(NMH)

• bilinear RPV

• gaugino MSB, above GUT 
running

• hypercharged AMSB

• gaugino AMSB

• deflected mirage mediation

• well-tempered neutralino models

• NUGM with SU(5)/SO(10) BCs

• compressed SUSY

• many others....
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Some recommendations

• Spend time on SPIRES searching and 
reading the literature; many exciting models 
out there deserve attention; find out their 
motivations and consequences for 
experiment

• p-off the upper level Atlas/CMS managers: 
instigate new and exiting analyses of non-
standard models

• p-off the theorists: take tan(beta)=\pi^2 or 
11; analyze models not included in List 
Papers
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